
Good advice from EMERCOM for children and their friends
(Spring - Summer – Autumn)

Cтр. 1-2 Dangerous pranks
To play with matches -  is impossible!

Gas stove  not toy too
There was fire?
Immediately leave a room! Close the door, but don't lock
Dial by phone number of firefighters and rescuers "01" and

report what  happened .Call the address and your surname

Call at the next doors Warn neighbors
 Come downstairs

Wait for firefighters out

Стр. 3-4 The stranger is not the friend
               Don't go anywhere with strangers!
               Don't sit down with another's people in the car!
               If anybody try to withdraw you with force, escape
              Shout :



              "I know nothing!"
              Draw attention of passers-by

Play only in the yard
In the evening go home
Don't enter into the lift with the stranger
Wait, when the following lift will come
Always tell to parents about where you go after classes

Стр. 5-6 Protect the head - put on a helmet
Take care of hands and feet - put on gloves, kneecaps

Go for a drive in a distance from the passing part

Learn to go for a drive gradually, from simple to difficult
Don't try to repeat tricks which saw on the TV

Rollers, skateboards, bicycles
After all fell and has hurt! Don't touch a wound, you could bring dirt.
Ask adults for the help They will process a wound and will teach you to
render yourself first aid

Стр. 7-8
You ceased to hear voices of people? Immediately stop! Shout! Try to
draw attention to itself

If nobody answered you, remain on a place. Don't try to find the road
back independently.
Note a place where you are in order  to be found

Wood walk
Look around. If it is an open place - a glade or the reservoir coast, go
there and remain there. The labels leave on a former place.
From time to time shout and listen. Probably, help is already close
Remain on one place! Don't run round wood! Don't prevent rescuers to
look for you!
Be sure, the help will surely come!

Cтр. 9-10



Sun, air and water!
Bathe only in the presence of adults
Don't plunge into water!
To float on an inflatable mattress  is possible only along the coast and
under supervision of adults!

On walk  is possible to drink water only from a bottle. From the river or
the lake it is impossible to drink water!
Unknown wild berries happen are very similar to the edible. Ask adults
edible berries or not

Without a reminder of adults, put on a headdress.
Don't remove it not to receive a  sunstroke

If on walk t you met the dog , stop. The dog, most likely, will pass by.
Don't  escape, differently the dog will pursue you
Don't let out from a type of adults with which came to the wood


